INTERIM CEO DOUG ALLEN COMES TO TRANSIT AFTER SERVING AS
CEO OF SNC-LAVALIN / TRANSLINK'S PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIP (P3)
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Tim Allen stepped into the hot seat at TransLink at $35,000 per month salary, with the summary firing of his
predecessor Ian Jarvis, who will remain on TransLink's payroll for another year. Jarvis is assumed to be
doing little more than reading a newspaper at the enviable publicly paid salary of about $394,730 annually.
Before joining TransLink in February, Allen was CEO of
INTRANSIT BC Limited Partnership, a joint venture
operation owned by SNC-Lavalin and TransLink.
SNC-Lavalin directly and through InTransit designed,
financed and built the Canada Line. SNC and
INTRANSIT share the same legal council at DAVIS
LLP who acted for SNC in the formation of that
corporate entity. ALLEN was also CEO of PRO-Trans,
the name given to Transit BC Operations Limited, the
entity tasked with daily operation and maintenance of
the Canada Line on behalf of SNC-Lavalin, and which
is under contract to
TransLink for 30 years.
Whats all this got to do with the BC Governments Transit Plebiscite? A great
deal. The plebiscite has become a damming inditement of the business and
operational practices of TransLink. The issue which has been put front and
centre by taxpayer federation representative Jordan Bateman is the
governance and accountability of TransLink. Bateman has made
TransLink's many bad decisions the central issue as to why Lower Mainland
residents should VOTE: 'NO'. Bateman thinks giving TransLink access to
more tax dollars before existing internal waste and mismanagement are
dealt with is wrong. Its a hard argument to fault.
SNC-Lavalin are currently under inditement by the RCMP for Fraud and
Corruption charges in relations to bribes issued to public officials to secure
the McGill University Health Centre ('MUHC') construction contract. SNC
were compelled to terminate nearly their entire executive branch under a
contract forced on them by RBC Royal Bank, so said SNC's Vice President
of Government Relations and Multilateral Institutions, Mr. Sam Boutziouvis.
During a Town-Hall sponsored by the North Vancouver District Blueridge
Community Association last night, moderated by freelance reporter Bob
Mackin, DNV Mayor Richard Walton admitted that the Mayor's Council is
very concerned about the controversy currently surrounding SNC-Lavalin.
When asked about how these high priced contracts are bid and awarded,
Walton was forced to admit that due to the complex funding models
involving multiple levels of government, the award decisions can sometimes
be forced on TransLink. While he could not confirm that SNC had been
awarded the SkyTrain, Canada and Evergreen Lines in this manner, he
alluded that he believed the choice was not made by TransLink and that
senior levels of government had influenced the award given their extensive
financial commitments. Questions of influence bribery remain unanswered.

